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Abstract

With the ongoing trend of servitization nurtured
through digital technologies, the analysis of services as
a starting point for improvement is gaining more and
more importance. Service analytics has been defined as
a concept to analyze the data generated during service
execution to create value for providers and customers.
To create more useful insights from the data, there is a
continuous need for more advanced solutions for service
analytics. One promising technology is process mining
which has its origins in business process management.
Our work provides insights into how process mining is
currently used to analyze service processes and how it
could be used along the service process. We find that
process mining is increasingly applied for the analysis
of the providers’ internal operations, but more emphasis
should be put on analyzing the customer interaction and
experience.

1. Introduction

Companies are increasingly shifting their traditional
product sales businesses towards bundles of goods,
services, support, and knowledge [1] to increase
productivity and remain internationally competitive [2,
3, 4]. While already in 1988 the term “servitization”
was coined by Vandermerwe and Rada to describe
this shift [5], servitization has gained traction lately
in research and practice with the increase of digital
technologies [6, 7].

Compared to products, services are more fuzzy,
complex, and risky [8, 9], leaving servitization as
a black box for companies [10, 11]. Therefore, to
better understand and subsequently improve services,
the analysis of services has received major attention in
recent years. Furthermore, as services increasingly have
digital touchpoints (e.g., through a web interface) or are
even digital themselves (e.g., music streaming such as
Spotify), more and more data are available for analysis
that describe the service process, customer interaction,

or customer behavior. Thus, the concept of service
analytics has emerged as “the process of capturing,
processing, and analyzing the data generated from the
execution of a service system to improve, extend, and
personalize a service to create value for both providers
and customers” [12, p. 1]. Researchers see service
analytics as a crucial capability for service providers
to succeed, especially in digital marketplaces [13]. In
particular, a focus on the service delivery process,
hereafter referred to as the service process, is important,
among others, to examine the roles and responsibilities
of the stakeholders, maximize the value of the service to
the customer, and enhance resource utilization [14].

To better structure the field of service analytics,
Fromm et al. [15] propose the typology illustrated in
Figure 1. They distinguish between basic (simple
querying of structured data) and advanced analytics
solutions (e.g., advanced methods from statistics or
machine learning). Further, they propose three different
perspectives of the analysis based on the type of data
that is used. First, provider data allows the analysis
of the internal operations. Second, encounter data
describes the interaction between the provider and the
customer. Third, customer data represents properties of
the customer and service usage patterns that define the
customer’s experience of a service.

As concepts such as reporting or business
intelligence have been around for a long time,
organizations are firm in executing basic analytics
on all data types. However, to persist in highly
competitive marketplaces, companies need to generate
more valuable insights from their data to improve their
services [15]. Therefore, they seek advanced analytics
solutions that provide new ways of analyzing data.

One technology for analyzing (process) data is
process mining which has proven its value in many
different domains. Process mining provides techniques
and methods to discover process execution paths from
process data, to check whether they complied with
defined execution paths, and also to enhance the
discovered execution paths by other perspectives such as
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Figure 1. Typology by Fromm et al. [15] with exemplary applications.

throughput times [16]. To this date, several works apply
process mining to service processes (e.g., [17, 18, 19]).
However, most of these articles take a business process
perspective - which is the home turf of process mining
given its origins in business process management -
and do not refer to insights and approaches of service
science, especially those of value co-creation. The
participation of the customer in service delivery [20]
makes service processes more difficult to measure. The
quality is reflected in customer criteria, such as customer
satisfaction [21]. Still, it is unclear if the usage of
process mining is restricted to the provider data to
analyze the efficiency of the service provision. In order
to be a valuable solution for advanced service analytics,
we would expect that especially the service encounter
and the customer itself are at the center of the analysis.
A holistic approach that identifies the characteristics and
challenges of service processes and potential application
areas (i.e., provider, encounter, and customer) for the
capabilities of the process mining technology would be
of interest to both process miners that intend to enter the
service domain and service analysts that seek to exploit
process mining as an additional tool.

Therefore, we define our research question as
follows:
How could the different types of process mining
(i.e., discovery, conformance checking, and process
enhancement) be used to analyze the different
perspectives of service processes (i.e., provider,
encounter, and customer)?

To answer this question, we first draw on existing
literature to identify how process mining was or is
currently used for the analysis of service processes.
Second, we design a framework that presents various
further dimensions for the analysis of service processes
with process mining.

Therefore, our paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides background information on service
systems and service processes and Process Mining (PM)
and shows related work. Section 3 gives an overview of
different analysis dimensions for the application of PM
for service analysis. Lastly, in Section 4, we discuss
implications and limitations and provide an outlook.

2. Background

2.1. Process Mining

PM bridges the gap between data mining and
business process modeling and analysis [16]. The
overall goal is to “discover, monitor, and improve real
processes [...]” [16].

Therefore, PM extracts information from event
logs. Software systems record events sequentially so
that these events refer to activities and are related
to a specific case. Therefore, event logs contain a
unique identifier for each case, the activities executed,
and a timestamp for each activity. Besides this
control-flow information, further information is stored
by the software system and thus can be part of the
event log, such as resources (i.e., the person executing
a certain activity).

PM can be differentiated based on the type and
consequently the input and output. The most basic
type is Process Discovery, which generates a model
— typically a process model — from an event log.
It enables users to gain insights into the process for
process analysis and reveals patterns that may not
have been observed before. Further, Conformance
Checking techniques use a given model in addition to
the event log to determine whether and how process
behavior, extracted from the event log, differs from the
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model. These models can be, e.g., a process model,
an organizational model, or even policies. Therefore,
these methods compare the “as-is” model with the
“to-be” model, which might uncover errors in both
the actual process executions and the planned process.
Lastly, Enhancement techniques use an event log and
a model as input, retrieve (additional) information
from the event log, and add this information to the
model. The output is then an improved model.
Some definitions of enhancement also include extending
existing models [16] besides creating improved models
which is however not considered in this work.

2.2. Service Systems and Service Processes

To describe the characteristics of services and derive
possible applications of PM on service processes, we
refer to the understanding of services as proposed by
the research discipline service science. While service
science has originated in service marketing and service
management [22], Information Systems researchers
increasingly address this field as well [23]. One
reason is the thematic proximity, as both service science
and IS investigate phenomena from a socio-technical
perspective, where comparable importance is ascribed
to both social and technical components [24].

One guiding concept is that of service systems
which alters the perception of service provision and
value creation [25]. Previously, service provision
was often described as a linear, dyadic interaction in
which a supplier provides something to a customer
viewed as a passive recipient [26]. Recent research
rather takes a network or system perspective [27] in
which value is co-created by multiple actors (i.e.,
individuals, collectives, or even smart technologies)
that contribute to an overarching solution [20]. In
these systems, the actors share their resources and
access the resources provided by others [28, 29, 26].
Thus, Maglio et al. define a service system as a
“value-cocreation configuration of resources, including
people, organizations, shared information (language,
laws, measures, methods), and technology, all connected
internally and externally to other service systems by
value propositions” [25, p. 399].

An established separation of services to physical
goods is attributed to the service process [30], which
consists of a set of connected activities necessary
to provide a service and describe “procedure[s],
mechanism[s], and operation flow[s]” [21, p. 21].
Unlike physical goods, services are not produced in
advance and sold as a finished good but “emerge”
during the service process, whereby the customer is
involved [31, 32]. This customer orientation bears

challenges for service process design and management
that differ from regular business processes, such as
the integration of the customer as an external factor
into the service process, who performs activities, and
for this needs to possess or have access to specific
resources and skills [33]. Additionally, the achievement
of quality objectives sought by the customers is in
focus [21]. As a result, service process modeling
tools such as the service blueprint (e.g., [30, 33, 34,
35, 14]) differentiate between customer and provider
activities to allow for the isolation of customer-related
tasks [36] and also consider the customers’ touchpoints
with the service [14]. Furthermore, front- and
backstage activities on the provider’s side are often
distinguished [36, 37], as front-stage activities are
visible to the customer and influence experienced value
and quality.

2.3. Related Work

To provide an overview of the current state of the
application of PM for service analytics, we conducted
a semi-systematic literature review using the databases
Scopus and IEEE Xplore [38]. For the search, we
focused on the terms Process Mining and Service
Analytics. Additionally, we screened case studies
included in [39] and added papers from our existing
knowledge base. Next, we scanned both title and
abstract, resulting in 23 relevant works. So far, different
papers have investigated the use of PM for service
analytics, as summarized in Table 1. These focus
mainly on provider and encounter data. However, little
research has been conducted regarding the use of PM
for customer data. Further, most studies investigate the
application of process discovery to discover the process
model from event log data and to calculate certain key
performance indicators.

Dustdar et al. [40] use process discovery to mine
interaction between web services in the context of film
crew management. Dustdar and Gombotz [41] focus
on the discovery of web service workflows. Zhou
et al. [21] investigate a telephone repair process with
process discovery. They aim to demonstrate how service
actors co-create value during the execution of a service
process, which helps them to achieve their value goals.
Werner [42] applies process discovery to the financial
domain to discover a process model from accounting
data.

Lillig [43] aims at analyzing their core processes.
The overall goal was to investigate where to reduce lead
time, how to decrease complexity and thus increase the
processes’ efficiency.

Boenner [44] focuses on how PM can support
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Source Data Scope Type of PM GoalP E C D CC PE

[40] • • Discover interactions of web services
[41] • • Discover process model
[21] • • Accelerate the process of servitization
[42] • • Discover process model
[43] • • Analyze lead time and where to reduce complexity
[44] • • • Analyze deviations, identify contact person
[17] • • • • Analyze correlation of instances of different service, waiting time

[45] • • Discover process model (+ Correlation analysis)
[36] • • Analyze occurrence and duration of waiting time
[46] • • Discover process model; Analyze speed to answer request
[47] • • Improve process coordination, root cause analysis
[48] • • Improve customer satisfaction
[49] • • Analyze customer journey for customer support
[50] • • Discover and analyze process model
[51] • • Choreography conformance checking
[19] • • • Analyze number of correctly replayed tickets
[18] • • • • Cross-organizational PM
[52] • • • • Positive outcomes for clients, customer work, efficiency
[53] • • • • Analyze customer interactions, throughput time, automation, costs

[54] • • Discover models of customer behavior from sensor data
[55] • • Discover models of user behavior, compare variants, improve Key

performance indicators
[56] • • Compare different PM algorithms for process discovery
[57] • • Create customer journey map model

P: Provider Data, E: Encounter Data, C: Customer Data; D: Discovery, CC: Conformance Checking, PE: Process Enhancement

Table 1. Overview on existing literature of PM in service analytics.

digital transformation in internal auditing. Besides
process discovery, they also conduct conformance
checking and analyze process deviations. Lastly, van
der Aalst [17] demonstrates how process discovery,
conformance checking, and enhancement can be used
in the service context focusing on provider data.

Besides provider data, multiple studies have
investigated PM for service analytics based on
encounter data. Rahmadi et al. [45] discover process
models in the context of Human Resources, more
specifically, the recruiter’s process to send out interview
invitations to prospective candidates. Leyer and
Moormann [36] combine PM with statistical methods
for a loan application process in a bank for small
and medium-sized enterprises. They first discover the
process model from an event log, and then they analyze
the occurrence and duration of waiting time for the
customer. Lamine et al. [46] focus on the emergency call
service. They first discover the process model, based on
that, they create the to-be model, and lastly, they analyze
the speed to answer a call. Edgington et al. [47] develop
and evaluate a model for an outsourcing provider’s

organization in the case of helpdesk services. Gras et
al. [48] analyze the service delivery process of a large
Dutch telecommunication service provider with process
discovery. They focus on different metrics, e.g., number
of activities or sequence of activities, aiming to improve
customer satisfaction. Rowlson [49] aims at providing
better visibility of their business processes by analyzing
the variation in customer support, which resulted in
increased efficiency. Mahendrawathi et al. [50] discover
a process model from real-life event data, analyze
the different variants and gather valuable insights for
process improvement. Van der Aalst et al. [51]
apply conformance checking for logistics services, e.g.,
shipment tracking. Vázquez-Barreiros et al. [19] use
process discovery and conformance checking for IT
service management and investigate metrics like the
number of correctly replayed tickets. Van der Aalst [18]
applies the three types of PM on a cross-organizational
level. The author uses the cloud infrastructure
for municipalities to analyze different services, i.e.,
handling various types of permits, taxes, certificates,
and licenses. Balint et al. [52] focus on using PM for
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service integrity in a healthcare process. They aim at
achieving three different goals. First, to increase the
positive outcomes for the patients by handling claims
faster. Second, to reduce the administrative tasks.
Lastly, to reduce the operational costs. Henriques [53]
uses process discovery, conformance checking, and
enhancement in a Portuguese electric utility company
to analyze customer interactions, throughput time,
automation rate, and costs. Ultimately, the author aims
to reduce the analytical speed, increase the ability to deal
with business changes, get a clear understanding of the
processes, and anticipate issues with operational alarms.

In the current research, PM based on customer data
focuses on process discovery. Van Eck et al. [54] aim
at discovering user behavior using sensor data gathered
from a smart product. In their use case, they investigated
the feeding process of a baby with a sensor-equipped
bottle. The insights gathered from process discovery
helped product designers to improve their products.

Terragni and Hassani [55] analyze the customer
journey with process mining to discover the process
which describes the user behavior, compare process
variants, gain meaningful insights and consequently
improve certain KPIs. Poggi et al. [56] compare
different PM algorithms for business model extractions
based on real-life web data. Bernard and Andritsos [57]
analyze the customer journey and propose a customer
journey map model enabling a better understanding of
the customers’ behavior.

3. Process Mining for Service Analytics

With a focus on service analytics in general, Fromm
et al. [15] establish a framework for distinguishing
diverse service analytics approaches and their addressed
purposes (see Figure 1). In this framework, the authors
distinguish between basic and advanced analytics
on the one hand and the dimensions customer,
encounter, and provider on the other. Furthermore,
while they define basic analytics as standard ad
hoc reporting, or queries, advanced analytics contain
different methods with a descriptive, predictive, and
prescriptive perspective [15].

Concerning our research questions, we consider
PM to be part of advanced analytics, focusing on
descriptive analyses. Furthermore, we argue that
PM should be applied to all three data dimensions.
Therefore, our framework (see Table 2) summarizes
different dimensions, which could be analyzed with PM
regarding service analytics. The table is divided by data
type as suggested by Fromm et al. [15] and shows the
corresponding type of PM.

3.1. Provider Data

In general, provider data allows the analysis of the
efficiency of operation. Perceived service complexity,
as conceptualized by Kostopoulos et al. [58], can
be measured with provider data. More specifically,
perceived complexity can be task-related and can be
measured by process variants (i.e., which and how
many different variations of a process exist), service
tasks (i.e., which and how many tasks or activities
need to be executed by a service employee), and
duration of tasks (i.e., how long an employee takes
to execute a certain task or activity). Besides process
discovery, conformance checking [59] can be executed
to determine if service employees adhere to the defined
process model. Two different types of analysis can be
executed to achieve process enhancement. First, social
network analysis [60] can demonstrate how different
departments or even service employees work together.
This is not specifically on an individual level but on
a role level. Based on this, issues, e.g., bottleneck,
can be detected and consecutively be solved. Second,
on a resource level, a resource analysis can investigate
resource capacity and utilization. Thus, bottlenecks
can be located and, in the next step, eliminated. This
can be from a Human Resource perspective regarding
employee positioning and workload allocation [61], but
also in regards to, e.g., devices.

3.2. Encounter Data

In regards to encounter data, the focus of analysis
is on the quality of interaction. From a provider
perspective, perceived complexity, as described above,
can be analyzed [58]. The same dimensions are
relevant for a customer journey analysis from a
customer perspective [62] and therefore are not added
redundantly. The perceived service complexity can be
extended beyond the task-related to customer-derived
aspects. This is when a customer participates in the
delivery of a service process. The customer-derived
view focuses on the number of customers, the intensity
of contacts (i.e., the duration of interactions with a
customer), and the variation in customer needs (i.e.,
how many different types of interactions, e.g., requests,
occur) [58]. Where perceived complexity concerns the
perspective of service providers in general, and service
employees in specific, customer contact focuses on the
perspective of the customer. Customer contact includes
communication time, spatial proximity, and information
richness [63]. Communication time determines the
total interaction time of a service employee and a
customer [64]. Spatial proximity, in general, focuses
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Analysis Dimensions Type of PM
D CC PE

Pr
ov

id
er

D
at

a
Efficiency of operation

Perceived service complexity •
Process variants •
Service activities •
Duration of activities •

Service employees adhere to defined process model •
How departments/ service employees work together (Social Network Analysis) •
Resource capacity and utilization (Resource Analysis) •

E
nc

ou
nt

er
D

at
a

Quality of interaction
Perceived service complexity and customer journey •

Process variants •
(Service) activities •
Duration of activities •
Number of customers •
Intensity of contacts •
Variation in customer needs •

Communication time •
Total time spent to interact •

Spatial proximity •
Distance between customer and service employees during service process •
Waiting time •
Number of service employees available •

Information richness •
Amount and frequency of communication •
Number of communication channels •

Interaction as expected or determined •
How service employees and customers interact (Social Network Analysis) •

C
us

to
m

er
D

at
a

Customer experience
Customer journey •

Executed activities •
Duration of activities •

Service usage patterns •
Changes in service usage patterns •
Customer Retention •

Frequency of service usage •
Recency of service usage •

Variation in customer needs •
Customer activities as expected or determined •

D: Discovery, CC: Conformance Checking, PE: Process Enhancement

Table 2. Framework for the application of PM for advanced service analytics.

more on the customer perspective and encourages
feelings of personal involvement, and enhances the
customer’s perceived trustworthiness of the service
employee [65]. In regards to PM, one can measure the
distance between the service employee and a customer
during the service process, e.g., was the communication
in person, via phone, or via E-Mail. Further, the
waiting time for the customer and, closely related, the

number of service employees available can be evaluated
with process discovery [63]. The waiting time can
also be analyzed from a service employee’s perspective,
i.e., how long the reaction time of a customer is.
Lastly, information richness [66] can be measured by
the amount and frequency of communication between
the customer and the service employee and the number
of communication channels.
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Beyond process discovery, conformance checking
can analyze whether the interaction between
service employees and customers is as expected or
determined [59, 51]. For this, multiple of the dimension
explained above can be used. For example, if customer
waiting times are supposed to be no longer than a set
amount of time, the percentage of deviant cases can
be determined. Lastly, social network analysis [60]
can demonstrate how service employees and customers
interact. Then, issues, e.g., bottlenecks, can be
detected and consecutively be solve resulting in process
enhancement.

3.3. Customer Data

To understand customer experience, the customer
journey can be analyzed using customer data [67, 68].
With process discovery, the executed activities, the
duration spent per activity, and the process variants can
be analyzed to better understand customer behavior [62,
69]. Further, analyzing service usage patterns aims at
discovering how customers use a specific service [70].
Based on that, changes in usage patterns over time can
be detected. Thus, service providers will be able to
react to these changes by possibly adapting their service.
Depending on the underlying use case, customer
retention is worth analyzing with PM [71]. Indicators
are frequency and recency of service usage [72], i.e., the
number of times a customer is recurring and the time
to the last usage of the service. Closely related is the
analysis of variation in customer needs [58] represented
by, e.g., the number of different request types. In regards
to conformance checking [59], deviations between
expected and executed activities can be analyzed, e.g.,
with respect to the order and the duration of activities.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications

This research focuses on the application of PM
for service analytics. In general, analyzing service
processes with PM provides several advantages,
e.g., in regards to customer journey analysis, such
as strengthening customer relationships [73] and
improving service quality [62]. In this paper, we first
provided an overview of PM and service processes in
general and showed how PM is currently used to analyze
service processes based on existing literature. We raise
awareness that PM can be an additional means in the
rich service analytics toolbox.

Second, we derived possible analysis dimensions
based on the different data types. In this cause,
we adopt the service analytics framework by Fromm

et al. [15] and suggest potential questions for
PM applications depending on the three framework
dimensions: provider, encounter, and customer. Our
overview shows that while PM has been predominantly
applied for provider or encounter data, customer data
falls short. One reason for this could be the often
more convenient access to these types of data, e.g.,
through Customer Relationship Management Systems.
Customer data, however, can be hard to track and
collect and, therefore, be less analyzed. Nevertheless,
customer integration and co-creation are essential
service system concepts that need further consideration
in PM literature.

Additionally, encounter data includes activities
executed from both the provider and the customer
side. Therefore, some analyses might be biased if
not conducted selectively. For example, in regards to
efficiency, not all executed activities are relevant for
analysis as the provider mostly has no influence on how
fast the customer executes a certain activity.

Finally, some dimensions might be perceived as
either positive or negative depending on the nature
of the process. For example, high customer retention
is positive for sales-related processes, meaning a
customer was satisfied with their past experience
and therefore returned. However, concerning claim
management, returning customers could identify
dissatisfied customers or even issues with the products
sold. Therefore, further analyses should be performed
consecutively, e.g., root-cause analysis.

4.2. Limitations

Similar to other research, ours is not free of
limitations. First, in our work we differentiate between
three different data types based on the typology
introduced by Fromm et al. [15]. Other works, e.g.,
the four types on user’s and provider’s activity level
proposed by Wünderlich et al. [74], could be used to
frame the dimensions. Second, we propose a framework
that suggests further aspects for analysis of service
processes — in particular, for analyzing customer
encounters and experience. However, the utility of the
framework has not been evaluated yet, for example, by
applying it to a real-world use case.

4.3. Outlook

In future research, we plan to demonstrate the
framework by analyzing the suggested dimensions from
a real-life event log. This would provide valuable
insights regarding the framework’s potential but also
it would help to assess if event logs currently hold
enough information to analyze customer encounters and
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experience.
Further, according to Dumas [75], PM will

experience a shift from PM 1.0 to PM 2.0. While
PM 1.0 refers to descriptive analyses, i.e., automated
process discovery and analysis, PM 2.0 aims at
diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analysis, i.e.,
predictive process monitoring and automated process
improvement. Therefore, the need for analysis
techniques for service processes will also evolve, as
Fromm et al. [15] include predictive and prescriptive
perspectives for advanced service analytics in their
typology.

We think that process mining has great potential
to support service providers in their quest for better
understanding their customers. With service offerings
evolving quickly, process mining provides advanced
analytical capabilities to analyze service usage and to
subsequently improve and adjust service systems when
necessary. In the future, predictive and prescriptive
techniques might also be applied for service analytics.
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